
With enormous change comes extraordinary opportunity by Priscilla Radice 

‘Snapping back to normal’ post Covid-19 is not a reality. 

The Infrastructure Association of Queensland Inc (IAQ) is working with the infrastructure 
sector and Governments to ensure infrastructure can remain the lifeblood of our economy 
throughout this crisis and recovery, with an eye on long term reform. Post my livestream last 
week I’ve been asked by many to outline the work we are doing for industry. I was avoiding 
adding to the COVID-19 ‘noise’ but I hope this very high level summary is helpful. 

The rationale for supporting infrastructure and construction is simple - our activation will help 
keep the economy active while other sectors are in an induced coma. Maintaining infrastructure 
means we don’t have to put all parts of the economy to sleep. 

Infrastructure players are major net employers and have deep supply chains and most of our 
work can continue throughout COVID-19 restrictions. Support us to work harder and faster 
because we can be the heartbeat that keeps blood flowing to other parts of the economy until 
they can start to move again. 

The world is becoming a very different place - with this enormous change comes extraordinary 
opportunity and I hope a catalyst for a brighter more sustainable future. 

IAQ is working with the Queensland Government on ideas for different models that would best 
enable the infrastructure industry at this time. Our recommendations can be summarised in 
three main tranches outlined below, with an immediate focus on 1&2. We look forward to 
receiving a response on their chosen pathway soon. 

1.    Response - immediate crisis support to keep some economic momentum: 

 keep existing projects running 
 adjust current contract conditions to ensure suppliers are not unduly penalised for 

circumstances beyond their control 
 keep to existing programs and budget timelines and ensuring agencies do not let 

timelines slip unduly 
 amend contract suites to ensure the market is protected and able to keep responding 

and delivering quickly and appropriately given the entirely new landscape we are now 
operating in 

 reserve a percentage of government budget support measures into areas with strong 
multipliers and in turn employ people and circulate income in the economy 

 introduce a range of cash flow, easement and incentive measures for businesses 

2.    Rebuild - prime the economy with accelerated, targeted infrastructure packages: 

 refine and streamline procurement processes 
 quick identification and release of smaller projects and asset maintenance works 
 reduce business case burden on social infrastructure projects 
 bring forward planning on longer term projects to ensure work supply across the chain 
 prioritise catalytic economic infrastructure that will support other developments such 

as the property sector 
 remove approval blockages without compromising integrity 
 focus on broad portfolios like education, health, digital, transport, energy and water 
 leverage the uptake of digital technology and work place practices and use the 

conditions created by covid to accelerate embedding smart technology. For example, 



take advantage of fewer people on transport networks to test and deploy ticketless 
travel 

 identify areas to employ and train people where lower barriers to entry enable us to 
play an important role in deploying workers from other sectors 

3. Reform – leverage this extraordinary opportunity to leapfrog into a new world:  

 do not revert to out-dated ineffectual methodologies – build resilience  
 adopt more fit for purpose ways of prioritising infrastructure projects and spend 
 create positive pathways for new regional economies and industries in a low carbon 

world 
 resolve the to-date intractable issues around risk and procurement 
 build trust and understanding between the public and private sectors and communities 

to create value 
 create new models that leverage private sector liquidity into traditional public sector 

infrastructure 
 embed circular economy and resource recovery principles 
 embrace the world’s Alchemists to help us think differently and promote leaders who 

genuinely collaborate and think strategically 

A very big thank you to the leaders in our sector who are contributing time and ideas - despite 
their own hectic workloads - for the benefit of our communities and to those Queensland 
Government agencies who are willing to work together on solutions, with a commitment to 
support workers and industries - to survive now and thrive later. 

 


